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Rainbow Six strategy guide/walkthrough 
by RawIsJericho (toocoolandrikishi@hotmail.com) 
on March, 26th 2000.  Last Updated: Version 3.0 4/26/00 

WHATS NEW:

Version 0.5 3/26/00- Just a level walkthrough for now.  Expect a little more  
in the future. 

Version 1.0 4/05/00- Added an introduction section and checked some  
spelling. 

Version 1.5 4/07/00- Added some more codes/tricks from cheatplanet.com 

Version 2.0 4/19/00-  Whoa, been a while hasn't it?  Have been busy with  
other things and other games.  What have I been playing?  Well I don't own a  
Dreamcast but I got a chance to play Dead or Alive 2 and that game rocks.   
Have also been playing WWF WrestleMania 2000 on the 64.  Kind of getting  
tired of WWF SmackDown on the Playstation.  Also have been watching a lot of  
wrestling lately.  Ok, enough of that and lets get to the updates.  Added a  
new Frequently Asked Questions section.  Also updated the codes and added  
some other stuff. 

Version 2.5 4/24/00-  Added some more Frequently Asked Questions.  Added a  
couple of codes. And I finally spell-checked the guide! 

Version 3.0 4/26/00-  Whoa, the first recent update in quite sometime.  Just  
another pretty small update.  Added a brand new Menus section and a few  
Frequently Asked Questions.  Oh yeah, I have a challenge to everyone who has  
beaten the game.  Try beating Level 8 on the Elite Difficulty Setting.   
Pretty frustrating, isn't it? 
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   ------------------- 
(1.) INTRODUCTION 
   ------------------- 

The PC hit has just hit home consoles.  If you haven't played this game, I  
highly encourage you to do so! 



This is a FAQ/Walkthrough on Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six for The N64 only. 
If you are going to buy/rent this game make it the Nintendo 64 Version  
because the N64 has the best controls for this game out of all of them.   
This FAQ may only be reproduced electronically.  If you are going to  
reproduce this FAQ then please e-mail me first! 
Here are the controls for the game: 

Controls: 

(Note:  You can change these.) 

Move Forward: C Up 

Move Backwards: C Down 

Turn Right:  C Right 

Turn Left:  C Left 

Aim Gun:  Move Controller Stick 

Change Magazine:  L 

Run: R 

Night Vision: Press Left on the D-Pad. 

Shoot/Fire:  Z Button 

Climb:  Go up to a ladder or something and press Up 

Open Doors:  Press Up at a door 

Picking Locks:  Press Up at a door and hold Up until the meter is complete  
and the door opens. 

Run:  Well I edited this control to R.  Don't remember what it was  
originally. 

If I missed anything then just e-mail me at toocoolandrikishi@hotmail.com 

----------------- 
(2.)  Menus 
----------------- 

What are menus? 

Menus are the options you have when you first load the game. 

Briefing: 
You will get to find out the story of the level (why you are there, why are  
you doing what you're doing) from 3 different agents.  You will also get  
Mission Objectives. 

Intel: 
Just tells you info.  Don't know much about this, I only used it once. 



Roster: 
Which 4 agents you want on your Squad.  Opens up a big list of agents to  
choose from. 

Kit: 
What you are equipped with.  You can choose from a very wide array of body  
armor.  And I mean wide array!  Choose your body armor that best camouflages  
you in that level. 

Desert:  Wear desert attire (sandy brownish color) 

Jungle:  Wear green attire. 

Building:  Dress like a S.W.A.T. Team Member. 

You also can equip which weapons you want to use.  You have 4 boxes to  
choose from. 

Team:
You choose what team you want your 4 agents on. 

Planning: 
You plan the mission.  Where the CPU will go.  Where the terrorists are.  I  
never really found this very useful.  Just got me lost the first time I used  
it. 

Execute: 
Start Mission.  You have to choose the difficulty setting and number of  
players.  Then start mission. 

------------------- 
(3.)  WALKTHROUGH 
------------------- 

Just a word I have to translate just in case you don't get what it means. 
SAFETY=START 

Level 1 (MO1) 

You start off in the jungle.  Keep following the trail until it ends.  Kill  
all the bad guys.  Then keep going till you get to the house.  Go up the  
stairs and open the door.  Kill the bad guy if he is there.  Then go up the  
stairs.  You are now on the second floor.  Take a right and kill the bad  
guy.  Then keep going till you get to the hostage room.  Then kill the enemy  
and escort the hostage safely back to the starting point. 

Level 2 (Mo2) 
  First start off by going through the front door.  Then kill all the  
enemies in the room.  Now go up the stairs to the left side of the lobby.   
Open the cell and kill the enemy that is patrolling. 
Kill all the enemies in here.  Watch out, there could be one underneath you.  
  There will be a door that this room leads too.  Go through it and be  
careful.  Hide behind the wall and carefully kill the terrorist and escort  
the hostage to safety. 



Level 3 (Mo3) 
Follow the trail and head into the house.  Open the first door to your left  
then open the door to your right and down the stairs till you reach the  
basement.  Kill all the enemies and rescue the workers to safety. 

Level 4 (Mo4) 
This level is pretty confusing because it has about a million doors.  First  
go through the door you are facing.  Then open the next.  Now make a right  
and keep going till you come to the stairs.  Walk up them and you should be  
in a room with blue carpet.  Just keep going and take a right and open the  
big room up and kill the terrorists and escort the hostages to safety. 

Level 5 (Mo5) 
First you must open the first door to the left.  Make a right and open the  
door to your left.  You should be in the shallow water.  Rescue the hostages  
and escort them to safety. 

Level 6 (MO6) 
This level is pretty hard.  Do not go through any of the cabins yet.  Head  
toward the jeep kill all the enemies that are escaping and protecting it.   
Then go into one of the cabins and look for a guy on his knees.  Kill him  
and you beat the level. 

Level 7 (M07) 
Go through the gray door.  Open it and keep going till you get to the  
stairs.  Keep going up the flights of stairs till you get to the top.  Then  
go up the stairs and kill every single terrorist you see and rescue the  
hostages. 

Level 8 (Mo8) 
This is the hardest level in the game.  You start off on the roof.  JUST  
KILL ALL YOUR PARTNERS because they will screw up your mission.  First go  
through the door that is facing sideways.  Go down the ladder and turn  
around.  If there is an enemy there fire your whole magazine at it.  Shoot  
any wall that has a red guy near it.  Kill the enemy without him spotting  
you and dash through the door behind the desk.  Close the door and shut down  
the security system.  Then proceed to the room with blue carpet.  Scan the  
area fore enemies.  After that go up the stairs, keep going and do not enter  
the hallway facing you.  Head south and open the big door that leads into  
the office.  Head to the computer and download all the files.  After that  
head back to the start. 

Level 9 (MO9) 
This level is a piece of cake.  First go up to the road and wait for the  
cars/trucks to come by.  Kill all the enemies and escort the hostage.  take  
the hostage back to the start and leave him with your other two guys.  Now  
keep following the road and kill all the enemies you see until you complete  
the level.

Level 10 (MO10) 
First go up the ladder.  Take a left and follow the narrow path.  Kill all  
the enemies and enter the building on the left.  Inside kill all the enemies  
and escort the hostages back to the start. 

Level 11 (Mo11) 
This level is kind of hard because it is so huge.  First go through the  
tunnel that you are facing when you start the level.  Go up the flights of  
stairs and open the door.  Kill all the enemies and go through the room with  
pillars.  Go to the room on the right with a wet floor sign.  Keep going  



till you get into the cage.  Open the door inside it and disarm the security  
system.  Then go through the door in the middle of the room that sticks out  
of the floor.  Then disarm the bomb. 

Level 12 (Mo12) 
This level is the 2nd hardest level in the game.  There are about a million  
enemies in this level.  First go through the door you are able to go  
through.  Just keep walking around the room until you get to the same shaped  
door you already went to.  Kill every single enemy you see.  then take a  
right and go up the stairs.  Then go through the door and then go up another  
set of stairs.   Just keep moving till you get to a big room in the center.   
Keep on moving and go down the orange and yellow ramp.  Open the door with 2  
lights above it.  Now you are in the lab.  Keep walking till you get in to  
the room with the guy in it.  You will be automatically directed there so  
just wait about 30 seconds. 

Congratulations you have just completed Rainbow Six. 

------------------- 
(4.) CODES 
------------------- 

Level select 
Enter "VZRFTMQ2G8SQ" as a password for the recruit difficulty setting. Enter  
"FZJFTMR2G8RQ" as a password for the veteran difficulty setting. 
Name             Recruit                  Veteran     Level         Elite 
        2 
Red Wolf 12D1S2Q22MQQ 1ZL1S2RF2MQQ 1ZB1S2S22M?? 
         3
Sun Devil BJDBC3Q22WQQ BJJBC3RF25QQ BJBBC3S225?? 
           4 
Eagle Watch BZDBSMQZZ!QQ BZJBSMRF28RQ BZBBSMS22888 
            5 
Ghost Dance CJTCCQQ2FGSQ CZBCS5RFFMRQ CJDCCQS2F288 
             6 
Fire Walk K2TK65Q2F4SQ DJBDCYRFF5RQ CZDCSWS2FMQ8 
              7 
Lion's Den T2TT68QGF!WQ DJDDC6R2FWR8 DJBDCYS2F5?? 
                8 
Deep Magic 5JR5L1QGGGSQ LZBDS8R2F8RQ DZBDS8S2F??? 
                 9 
Lone Fox 52T572Q4G4SQ MJB2D1R2G2RQ 2JB2D1S2G2?? 
                  10 
Black Star VJVVLJQGGWSQ 2ZB2T2R2GMQQ 2ZB2T2S2GM?? 
                   11 
Wild Arrow VZVVXMQ26!SQ FJJFD3R2G5RQ FJDFD3S2G5?? 
                    12 
Mystic Tiger VZRFTMQ2G8SQ FZJFTMR2G8RQ FZDFTMS2G888 

The following cheats come from www.cheatplanet.com 



Get a FlameThrower: 

Go to KIT and hold L + R + A + B and press c-up, c-down, c-left, c-right,  
c-up, c-left. You should hear a flame sound and there should be a flame  
thrower in the secondary weapons list 

Make Operatives Dance: 

This code is really obvious. All you have to do is repeatedly push up, then  
down on the control stick while pushing C up.(Or down.) 
Credit:  A.J.@Cool 

Inside the wall glitch: 
In level 4: Eagle Watch there is a glitch that will let you get inside the  
walls. You start the level and go into the other big room and go into the  
blue hallway and go straight until you reach the gold hallway and take a  
right on the first right in the gold hallway next go straight and take the  
first left and stop take a look at the wall to your left now walk right into  
it. YOUR ARE NOW INSIDE THE WALLS 
Credit:  Jason and Grant 

255 Grenades: 
Throw every grenade in a row full strength. continue even you get to zero  
and then it will say you have 255 grenades. 
Credit:  Larry 

Invincibility: 
To get invincibility, press C right. then hold Z, and then hold b, and then  
QUICKLY press R. if done right you should have invincibility. 
Credit:  MysteriousMafioso 

Flashbangs will not affect you: 
This trick works in every level. Before entering a room where there are  
terrorists read these steps carefully, TURN NIGHT VISION ON,THROW FLASH BANG  
INTO ROOM, QUICKLY SWITCH TO YOUR PRIMARY WEAPON, ENTER ROOM AND KILL ALL  
TERRORIST. This trick is affective and takes no skill to master it. 
Credit:  D-town Hustler 

The Following Cheats come from n64cc.com 

Boom Box in M04 Eagle Watch 
By: NetSparc@aol.com 
To find a boom box throwing out tunes in Rainbow Six choose M04 Eagle Watch.  
Then, as soon as you start, go strait until you come to a corner. Go around  
the corner to the right, but keep going the same direction until you come to  
a wall. The room is through the door to your left. Go in, and at the desk  
there are two computers and in the center there's a boom box (you should  
hear the music). How do I turn off the music you ask? Simply place a well  
aimed shot at the thing and it brings sense to why the call it a Boom Box 

MO8 Deep Magic Glitch 
By: Mike Rossini (Dr21487@aol.com) 
First, start on MO8 using the two player mode. Stay on the roof and either  
you or your friend has to walk to any side of the helicopter pad where the  
drop-off is. Do not fall off yet. Now face your friend and fall off  
backwards, but at the same time have your friend shoot you in one of your  



legs. If done correctly you should fall through the building and land on  
something. This glitch works better in different spots so move around and do  
the trick more than once. 

    ------------------------------------- 
(5.) Frequently Asked Questions 
   -------------------------------------- 

This is a Frequently asked Questions section about the toughest and most  
confusing parts of the game. 

Q:  There is no screen to type a password in?  What do I do? 

A: By far the most confusing part of the game.  It was made so complicated.   
There is no password section or nothing!  Ok, first take out your Controller  
Pak (memory card).  Then go to Quick Start.  It may sound easy but it is  
not! 

Q:  How do I run? 

A:  Edit your controls to R or look it up. 

Q:  I want to stop having a team member escorting me around, how do I make  
he/she stop following me without killing him/her? 

A:  This is kind of complicated to explain.  At that screen there should be  
4 agents divided up in to two teams, (Gold, Red, Green, AND Blue.)  Two of  
those teams will have two agents in them.  First click on two of the agents  
on one of those two teams and move them to an unoccupied team.  Now no one  
will follow you around! 

Q:  How do I escort a hostage. 

A:  Believe it or not this took me a while to figure out.  Simply hit start  
and change your mode to escort.  The hostages will come straight toward you  
and will follow you around. 

Q:  How do I move? 

A:  Uh, just hit the C Buttons.  Shouldn't take long to figure out! 

Q:  Should I buy or rent this game? 

A:  If you have the money buy it.  If you don't just rent it. 



Q:  I致e completed the game, I there anything left to do now? 

A:  You can look for glitches in the game.  Try beating it on the Veteran  
and Elite Difficulty Settings.  Not so easy now, is it? 

Q:  Is this game hard? 

A:  Depends on the difficulty setting.  Level 8 is hard, no matter what  
difficulty setting you have it set on. 

Recruit:  One word:  Simple 

Veteran:  Not a big difference from the Recruit difficulty setting.  Just a  
little harder. 

Elite:  You'll see the big difference that this has from the other two as  
soon as you play level one.  Try beating level 8 with this difficulty. 

Well that'll do it for this section for now but I will continue to update  
this section in future updates! 

----------------- 
(6.)  CREDITS 
----------------- 

CheatPlanet (www.cheatplanet.com)- All the contributors and the site for the  
codes. 

N64GaMr86@aol.com-  For noticing that I missed some controls. 

GameFaqs (www.gamefaqs.com)- For putting this game up. 

Red Storm Entertainment (www.redstorm.com- For making this great game. 

Cheat Code Central (cheatcc.com) for the level passwords. 

--------------------------------------- 
(7.) The End and Legal Stuff and Info 
--------------------------------------- 

Any questions, comments, or suggestions then just e-mail me at  
toocoolandrikishi@hotmail.com. 

If you are going to put this faq on your site then please ask for my  
permission. 
Please do not plagiarize from this faq.  If you are going to copy something  
for your guide then please ask for my permission. 



----------------- 
(8.) THE END 
----------------- 

This FAQ may only be reproduced electronically.  It may not be printed in a  
magizine, formatted to a CD or Diskette or anything of that nature. 
If you are going to put this FAQ on your site then please e-mail me first  
and give me credit.  Please keep it up to date also.  Nothing like someone  
stumbling on a past version of this FAQ and looking at less information. 

Well that痴 it folks.  I hope that this faq was useful to you.  I also hope  
you enjoyed Rainbow Six.  And once again if you have any questions,  
comments, or suggestions then just e-mail me at  
toocoolandrikishi@hotmail.com 
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